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Reviews

Review 1

Title: Pening-Up Green IT for Competitive Advantage In Education Industries

Abstract:

- Abstract must be written in past form.
- It has explained over all of the research completely.

Introduction:

- Methodology:

- In measurement, must be explained what is the measurement and metrics that you used (what is the formula) because it is quantitative method, must be measurable, and you did it in result and discussion, but no explanation formula here.
- Research Model must have more explanation about the correlation of each variable, besides in the hypothesis.

Result and Discussion:

- There is "that research model tested had been tested" statement that is ambiguous.
- There is SmartPLS application suddenly without the explanation before.
- You have to explain what is measurement and metrics that you used, how you get t-values? how you get load factors values? what the meaning of each value in the result?
- why the negative and positive value of t-value are both mean "support"? is there a limit to its value?

Conclusion:

- Conclusion must be written in past form.

Overall evaluation: ACCEPT

Review 2

Title: Need to define keywords.

Overall evaluation: 2 (accept)

Review 3

Title: Create literature review points for theoretical explanations such A, B, C.

Overall evaluation: 2 (accept)